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“Before inventing or proposing new mechanical solutions, traditional solutions in vernacular 

architecture should be evaluated and then adopted or modified and developed to make them 

compatible with modern requirements... This process should be based on modern developments in 

the physical and human science, including the field of materials technology, physics, 

aerodynamics, thermodynamics, meteorology, and physiology.”1 

Haasan Fathy 

 

                                                 
1 Battle McCarthy Consulting Engineers. Wind towers. Academy Press, 1999. 
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ABSTRACT 

The integration of windcatchers in the urban context of hot-arid context of Tehran needs to 

address two changes in the current utilization:  1) high density context which makes it harder to 

access to sufficient airflow in the urban context, and 2) sociocultural shifts towards dependencies 

on modern mechanical air-conditioning systems. Windcatchers are unique tools existing in the hot-

arid regions in the Middle East. Windcatcher uses thermal mass, evaporation techniques, and stack 

effect to deliver human comfort to the residents of the building. Vernacular windcatchers are useful 

for moderating the indoor air temperature. Yet, using natural ventilation techniques as passive 

strategies are outdated in recent decades and there are a couple of reasons for that such as 

maintenance difficulties, lack of urban air filtration methods, decline of cooling efficiency due to 

modified airflow patterns, habitable space utilization modifications, and dependencies on 

mechanical cooling systems.  

On the other hand, tensile structures have the potential to be considered as a tool to upgrade 

the windcatchers and use them in the modern urban context which will also help reducing energy 

and reviving local textile industry. This research tries to propose a method that emphasizes on the 

adaptability of windcatchers and tensile structures, inhabitant control, airflow control and reuse of 

heavy thermal mass. Also, the proposed model offers improvements for environmental 

performance of lightweight textiles, such as particulate matter filtration, kinetic energy 

transformation, and photoresponse for passive shading or natural daylighting strategies.  

The main goal of this research is to define the parameters required to enhance inhabitant 

adaptability with the windcatcher and also natural ventilation cooling system. In this research, 

important characteristics of Sangelaj neighborhood in Tehran are considered such as existing 

windcatcher dimensions, micro-climate conditions, and urban morphology. Then, different 
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methods are proposed to develop the heat transfer and airflow analysis of the integration between 

windcatchers and tensile structures. The research suggests methods for adaptation of windcatchers 

in existing buildings of Tehran using tensile structures. It also proposes methods for the new 

buildings in the urban context of Sangelaj neighborhood in Tehran. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Energy is the most significant engine to improve life quality and fight poverty all over the 

world.2 It is clear that interaction between the three parameters of climate, people, and buildings 

determines the amount of people’s energy needs.3 (Fig. 1) During recent centuries, not only 

depletion of non-renewable energy resources such as fossil-fuel but also their influences on global 

warming and increasing greenhouse gasses have motivated people to become more willing to use 

both renewable and clean energy resources in different fields. On the other hand, population 

growth increases energy consumption, emission of greenhouse gasses (especially carbon dioxide), 

and demand for dwellings.4 Buildings are allocated 50% of fossil fuel use in developed economies 

and 40% of the total world’s energy consumption.3 4 Therefore, buildings are considered the main 

energy consumer and more than 60% of this energy is used for ventilation, heating, and cooling.4 

In order to provide the necessary energy supplies for most of the world’s population and help them 

to have better life quality, both using renewable energy and energy conservation, besides 

decreasing overconsumption use of energy particularly in the developed countries, can be the most 

influential solution to slow down global warming and its negative consequences.2 The wind as a 

green and renewable energy and natural ventilation as an energy-efficient feature that requires no 

energy to power the air movement, are a proper combination of using renewable energy and energy 

conservation.5 

                                                 
2 Ng, Edward, ed. Designing high-density cities: for social and environmental sustainability. Routledge, 2009. 

3 Roaf, Susan, David Crichton, and Fergus Nicol. Adapting buildings and cities for climate change: a 21st century 

survival guide. Routledge, 2009. 

4 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 

5 Lenz, Bernhard, Jürgen Schreiber, and Thomas Stark. Sustainable Building Services: Principles-Systems-

Concepts. Walter de Gruyter, 2011. 
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Figure 1: Interaction between people, climate and buildings for energy use .(redrawn by 

author)6 

 

Windcatchers are utilized for natural ventilation of living spaces in buildings to provide passive 

cooling and achieve thermal comfort for many centuries and can be found in traditional Persian-

influenced architecture throughout the Middle East in both hot-arid and hot-humid regions, 

especially in Iran. Windcatchers play an effective role in moderating residential space temperatures 

for humans by means of natural ventilation.7 8 The windcatcher provides natural ventilation by 

taking advantage of stack effect, air buoyancy, thermal mass, cross ventilation and evaporation 

                                                 
6 Roaf, Susan, David Crichton, and Fergus Nicol. Adapting buildings and cities for climate change: a 21st century 

survival guide. Routledge, 2009. 

 
7 Mahmoudi, Mahnaz. "Windcatvher the symbol of Iranian architecture." Tehran, Yazda publication (2010). 

8 Bahadori Nejad, M., and A. Dehghani. "Wind-Catcher, a Masterpiece of Iranian Engineering." (2008). 
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techniques.9 While windcatchers are a passive cooling strategy that could widely benefit humans, 

they are rarely utilized in recent decades because of emerging drawbacks such as: high installation 

and maintenance costs; Minimal ability to control of the volumetric flow rate to maintain a 

comfortable indoor climate; draughts through the tower may cause discomfort to occupants during 

the winter;10 small birds, insects and dust may enter the building; 10 11 lower wind speeds and 

higher temperatures due to the effects of the urban heat islands and increasing desertification due 

to climate change; enhanced noise and pollution in dense urban environments prohibits natural 

ventilation strategies; increasing urban density resulting from population growth and immigration 

is limiting apartment building massing and floor plan layouts with access to adequate airflow.10 

Increasing dependencies on mechanical cooling systems is a result of modernization and these 

emerging disadvantages of windcatchers. However, the energy consumption for mechanical 

cooling systems in these climate zones is exceedingly high.12 Dependency on high-grade electricity 

for low-grade thermal comfort control is not sustainable for long-term environmental management. 

If some of the drawbacks of windcatchers can be addressed through contemporary integrative 

design techniques, then socially accepted practices for passive comfort cooling strategies in Iranian 

dwellings can be achieved. 

                                                 
9 Elmualim, Abbas. "Integrated building management systems for sustainable technologies: Design aspiration and 

operational shortcoming." In Sustainability in Energy and Buildings, pp. 275-280. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2009. 
10 Hughes, Ben Richard, John Kaiser Calautit, and Saud Abdul Ghani. "The development of commercial wind 

towers for natural ventilation: A review." Applied Energy 92 (2012): 606-627. 

11 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 

12 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 
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We propose the integration of lightweight tensile structures with thermal mass 

windcatchers in the designs of new multi-family and multi-story apartment buildings to replace or 

assist mechanical ventilation systems in contemporary hot-arid, high-density urban contexts like 

Tehran. 

1.1 Problem Statement 

A windcatcher is a part of buildings in the hot and arid regions in the Middle East, 

especially in Iran. They play an effective role in moderating temperature and adjusting the 

residential space temperature for humans, by the means of natural ventilation. While windcatchers 

as a passive cooling strategy could widely benefit humans, using this technique in contemporary 

cities is usually neglected. This research strives to analyze the features and characteristics of 

vernacular and modern windcatchers in term of material and tries to recognize the best existing 

material which can not only improve the functionality of modern windcatchers but also keep the 

original idea of traditional windcatchers. 

1.2 Research Objectives 

The specific objective presented in this study is to define the parameters required for 

improving natural ventilation cooling and inhabitant adaptability. Existing windcatcher 

dimensions, micro-climate conditions, and urban morphology are identified from the Sangelaj 

neighborhood in Tehran to develop the heat transfer and airflow analysis theory alongside human 

interface metrics that will inform lightweight tensile structure designs. The comprehensive 

research project situates intersecting transformations between evolving urban fabric and 

sociocultural agency with environmental performance and local material industry. 
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1.3 Significance 

Increasing dependencies on mechanical cooling systems is a result of modernization and 

these emerging disadvantages of windcatchers.  However, the energy consumption for mechanical 

cooling systems in these climate zones is exceedingly high. Dependency on high-grade electricity 

for low-grade thermal comfort control is not sustainable for long-term environmental management. 

If some of the drawbacks of windcatchers can be addressed through contemporary integrative 

design techniques, then socially accepted practices for passive comfort cooling strategies in Iranian 

dwellings can be achieved. 
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2 URBAN CONTEXT 

Undoubtedly, use of natural ventilation instead of air conditioning systems in high density 

cities help to decrease energy consumption exceedingly especially in recent centuries that all the 

cities become dense as a result of population growth and immigration; but because of lower wind 

speeds, higher temperatures due to the effects of the urban heat islands, noise and pollution dense 

urban environment show difficulties for the application of natural ventilation. 

Due to respond to the question which is how a modernized windcatcher can operate in 

contemporary urban context, it is necessary to analyze urban contexts of cities which are applicable 

for windcatchers and also which windcatchers will be applied there. Hence, Yazd, Isfahan and 

Bandar e Laft are three cities of Iran as cities which windcatchers perform there well; Tehran is 

chosen as a modern and high density city as well. 

Some factors which I analyzed in these cities are: orientation of buildings and courtyard, 

Climate, topography, fill and empty, seasonal wind roses, location of windcatchers in building and 

their relation with other parts of buildings, and Statistics information of cities. 

By analyzing and comparing results of these parameters in 4 chosen cities I can adjust the 

feature of traditional cities with modern one and transmit characteristics of traditional urban 

context which are needed for applying the windcatcher to modern urban environment. 

By looking at the estimated population of these cities (Fig. 2), one can see that the 

population of Tehran province (which contains Tehran, the capital of Iran) is gradually increasing. 

While also the population of Esfahan province (which contains Esfahan, another big city in Iran) 

is increasing, the population of Hormozgan and Yazd hasn’t had outstanding growth during the 

past 10 years. This should bring this fact to the consideration that while the population of the big 
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cities are growing, the consumption of natural resources increases as well and there is a need to 

pay closer attention to how this cities are being grown. Also, with Tehran being the densest area 

in Iran, it’s more important to pay attention to how to settle this population in such a dense area. 

Thus, corrective actions must be taken in order to improve the quality of living, using less natural 

resources in that area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Estimation of Provinces Population (×1000).13 

2.1 Yazd 

Yazd is the capital off Yazd province which is in Kavir plateau, so it has hot and arid 

climate. It’s nicknamed as the city of windcatchers because of its vernacular windcatchers that 

                                                 
13 “ https://www.amar.org.ir/ “ Accessed  March 20, 2016. 
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work with central courtyard as a tool for natural ventilation.(Fig. 5) This is the collected 

information about the City of Yazd in central parts of Iran. (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Location of Yazd in Iran. 

           

        

Figure 4: Location of the site in the c ity of Yazd. 
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Figure 5: Full and empty, orientation of central courtyard in Yazd. 

2.2 Naeen 

Naeen is a city in and the capital of Naeen County in Isfahan Province. Like much of 

Iranian plateau it has a desert climate. Thus, there are many vernacular windcatchers in its 

existing urban context that work with central courtyard for natural ventilation. (Fig. 7) This is the 

collected information about the City of Naeen, also in central parts of Iran. (Fig. 6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Location the site in the city of Naeen.  
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Figure 7: Full and empty, orientation of central courtyard in Naeen. 

2.3 Bandar-e-Laft 

Laft is a village in the central district of Qeshm County, Hormozgan Province. Since it’s a 

village next to the Persian Gulf, its climate is hot and humid and it has vernacular hot and humid 

climate vernacular windcatchers that work with central courtyard for natural ventilation. (Fig. 9) 

This is the collected information about Bandar-e-Laft in southern parts of Iran. (Fig. 8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: location of the site in Bandar-e-Laft. 
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Figure 9: Full and empty, orientation of central courtyard in Bandar-e-Laft. 

2.4 Tehran 

Tehran is the capital of Iran. It has a large population in not such a big area which makes 

it a dense city. This is the collected information about the city of Tehran. The climate of Tehran 

is gradually changing to a hot and arid area. It’s also a polluted city. (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Location of the site in Tehran. 
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Figure 11: Full and empty, orientation of courtyard in Tehran. 

 

Looking at the figure grounds, we can observe that in older or historical urban context in Iran, 

there is more room devoted to the central courtyards which makes it easier for the natural 

ventilation, while in modern urban context of Tehran, most of the land is occupied by the buildings 

and there is less room for the courtyards in the context of Tehran. 
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3 WINDCATCHER 

3.1 Description and background 

The windcatcher is a tall tower usually made of mud brick walls installed on the roof level 

of buildings with the intention of catching greatest wind velocity; the higher height helps to not 

only capture faster wind but also reduce the entrance of insects and dust.14 15 Also, because of the 

stack effect, windcatchers can act as chimneys when the wind speed is low.16 

                       

Figure 12: Timeline of emerging of windcatchers.17 18 19 20 

                                                 
14 Roaf, Susan, David Crichton, and Fergus Nicol. Adapting buildings and cities for climate change: a 21st century 

survival guide. Routledge, 2009. 

15 Noble, Allen. Traditional buildings: a global survey of structural forms and cultural functions. IB Tauris, 2009. 

16 Battle McCarthy Consulting Engineers. Wind towers. Academy Press, 1999. 

17 Battle McCarthy Consulting Engineers. Wind towers. Academy Press, 1999. 

18 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 

19 Bahadori, Mehdi N., Alireza Dehgh Ani-s Anij, and Ali Sayigh. Wind Towers. Springer International Publishing, 

2014. 

20 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 
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Figure 13: Areas in which windcatchers are used during history .21 22 

 

The wind induced forces will always be the main factor influencing natural ventilation;23 

windcatchers work on the principles of natural ventilation, employing both wind driven and stack 

effect ventilation.24 In so doing, windcatchers need a driving force to operate where the first force 

is stack effect resulting from air buoyancy; buoyancy occurs due to a difference in indoor-to-

outdoor air density subsequent from temperature differences. This force is an upward force exerted 

on an immersed particle.25 The stack effect is dominant through regions with low wind speed or 

                                                 
21 Bahadori, Mehdi N., Alireza Dehgh Ani-s Anij, and Ali Sayigh. Wind Towers. Springer International Publishing, 

2014. 
 
22 Bahramzadeh, M., B. Sadeghi, and S. Sabok Rou. "A comparative study to compare the wind catcher types in the 

architecture of Islamic countries." Journal of Basic and Applied Scientific Research 3 (2013): 312-316. 

23 Hughes, Ben Richard, John Kaiser Calautit, and Saud Abdul Ghani. "The development of commercial wind 

towers for natural ventilation: A review." Applied Energy 92 (2012): 606-627. 

24 Moghaddam, E. Hamzanlui, S. Amindeldar, and A. Besharatizadeh. "New approach to natural ventilation in 

public buildings inspired by Iranian's traditional windcatcher." Procedia Engineering 21 (2011): 42-52. 

25 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 
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without prevailing wind and also during periods of low wind speed26 (Fig.14). The second force is 

external wind. Windcatchers are generally dependent on wind to operate; therefore, air velocity 

and volume of induced air circulation are important factors. Windcatcher efficiency is altered by 

changing outdoor air velocity, changing temperature difference and changing the location and 

number of openings.25 27(Fig.15) 

  

Figure 14: Prevailing wind as a thermally induced force. 28 

                                                 
26 Koch, Klaus-Michael, Karl J. Habermann, and Brian Forster. Membrane structures: innovative building with film 

and fabric. Prestel Publishing, 2004. 

27 Montazeri, Hamid. "Experimental and numerical study on natural ventilation performance of various multi-

opening wind catchers." Building and Environment 46, no. 2 (2011): 370-378. 

28 Khan, Naghman, Yuehong Su, and Saffa B. Riffat. "A review on wind driven ventilation techniques." Energy and 

Buildings 40, no. 8 (2008): 1586-1604. 
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Figure 15: Stack effect as a kinetically induced force.28 

 

Windcatchers work based on thermal mass; during the night, the tower becomes cool and 

stays cool through the next day; airflow enters the cooled tower, then because of contacting cooled 

walls, airflow loses its heat by the means of convection and radiation and becomes cool. Since 

cool air sinks, it goes down into the living spaces of buildings to ventilate and provide thermal 

comfort in them.29 30 The diagram below shows the functionality of windcatcher in night and wind 

in summer. The windcatchers act the same in spring. The only difference is that since the climate 

is milder during the spring, the efficiency of windcatchers is more during the summer. (Fig. 16) In 

                                                 
29 Roaf, Susan, David Crichton, and Fergus Nicol. Adapting buildings and cities for climate change: a 21st century 

survival guide. Routledge, 2009. 

30 Noble, Allen. Traditional buildings: a global survey of structural forms and cultural functions. IB Tauris, 2009. 
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fall and winter, the residents close the opening, either by closing the door of windcatcher room or 

by closing the opening in the joint of the tower and the room. (Fig. 17) 

 

Figure 16: Natural Ventilation of Windcatcher .31 

                      

Figure 17: Closing the windcatcher tower during the winter . 

                                                 
31 Hughes, Ben Richard, John Kaiser Calautit, and Saud Abdul Ghani. "The development of commercial wind 

towers for natural ventilation: A review." Applied Energy 92 (2012): 606-627. 

Day Night 
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The windcatchers in the hot and arid climate (Fig.18 and Fig. 22) are different from the 

windcatchers in the hot and humid area. (Fig.19, Fig. 20, and Fig. 21) The windcatchers in the hot 

and humid area is shorter (2-4 meters) than the windcatchers in the hot and arid area (3-5 meters). 

The average dimensions of windcatchers in hot and arid climate are 0.5 * 3 meters, while in the 

hot and humid area are 1*1 meters.32 The size of windcatchers is based on the experience of the 

builder and there is no rule or formula for the calculation of the size of windcatchers. Also, their 

materials are different, as well. Moreover, the openings in hot and humid windcatchers are usually 

bigger. Hot and arid windcatchers are made of brick, mud and mud brick, while hot and humid 

windcatchers are made of a mix of stone and mud, with a plaster of gypsum and cement. The 

structure of hot and arid windcatchers are made of Shouroneh and date wood, while the structure 

of hot and humid windcatchers is made of date, Chandal and square wood (Chandal wood is 

brought from Africa). The hot and arid windcatchers have more ornaments than the hot and arid 

windcatchers.33 

The construction of windcatcher was all done based on the experience and by expert native 

architects. This way, the technology of Baudgeer construction with all its intricacies was passed 

on to next generations. Regarding the drawbacks of conventional Baudgeers which were already 

referred to, and the advancements achieved in science and technology, emphasizing the scientific 

approach in designing, analysis, and constructing Baudgeers is indispensable. Architects and 

designers of residential and nonresidential buildings can exploit the scientific findings and 

                                                 
32 These ranges are derived from calculating average dimensions of sample windcatchers in the book” Mahmoudi, 

Mahnaz. "Windcatvher the symbol of Iranian architecture." Tehran, Yazda publication (2010).” 

33 These information are derived from interviewing with local residents. 
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guidelines of today, and employ Baudgeers in bringing cool, enjoyable air circulation to the 

residents as much as possible.34 

 

Figure 18: Typical model of hot and arid windcatchers . 

                                                 

34 Bahadori, Mehdi N., Alireza Dehgh Ani-s Anij, and Ali Sayigh. Wind Towers. Springer International Publishing, 

2014. 

3-5 m 

0.5-3 m 
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Figure 19: Typical model of hot and humid windcatchers . 

 

                                  

Figure 20: Plan and perspective view of vernacular windcatcher in hot and humid climate . 

1 m 

2-4 m 
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Figure 21: Urban context of hot and humid vernacular windcatcher . 

 

                                     

Figure 22: Urban context of hot and arid vernacular windcatcher . 

3.2 Typology 

Windcatchers are categorized based on different aspects. They can be broken into three 

group based on technologies applied in their construction: 1) Vernacular or traditional 

windcatcher; 2) Modern windcatcher; and 3) Super modern windcatcher. Vernacular windcatcher 

is a green feature for natural ventilation of living spaces in buildings in many countries and can be 

found in traditional Persian-influenced architecture throughout the Middle East; it is usually made 
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of mud brick or adobe walls because of their thermal mass. Its height changes between 2m-5m35, 

but the height of the tallest windcatcher which is located in Dolat Abad Garden in Yazd city, Iran 

is 33.8 meters.36 37 38 39 40 In modern windcatcher, many new modern technologies are applied 

which makes it different from vernacular one completely; the university of Qatar in Doha and 

Lighthouse, which is a residential building in Watford (GB, Sheppard Robson architect), are 

examples in which this group of windcatchers is being used.37 41 Super modern windcatcher is 

Combining green life with high-tech technologies in order to reach “windcatcher tower” with 125 

stories or a net-zero energy tower in the desert are conceptual examples of this group.37 

 

Figure 23: Vernacular windcatcher. 

                                                 
35 These ranges are derived from calculating average dimensions of sample windcatchers in the book” Mahmoudi, 

Mahnaz. "Windcatvher the symbol of Iranian architecture." Tehran, Yazda publication (2010).” 

36 Mahmoudi, Mahnaz. "Windcatvher the symbol of Iranian architecture." Tehran, Yazda publication (2010). 

37 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 

38 Elmualim, Abbas. "Integrated building management systems for sustainable technologies: Design aspiration and 

operational shortcoming." In Sustainability in Energy and Buildings, pp. 275-280. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2009. 

39 Erell, Evyatar, David Pearlmutter, and Yair Etzion. "A multi-stage down-draft evaporative cool tower for semi-

enclosed spaces: aerodynamic performance." Solar Energy 82, no. 5 (2008): 420-429. 

40 Hughes, Ben Richard, John Kaiser Calautit, and Saud Abdul Ghani. "The development of commercial wind 

towers for natural ventilation: A review." Applied Energy 92 (2012): 606-627. 

41 Lenz, Bernhard, Jürgen Schreiber, and Thomas Stark. Sustainable Building Services: Principles-Systems-

Concepts. Walter de Gruyter, 2011. 
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Figure 24: Modern Windcatcher, University of Qatar, Doha .42 

 

Figure 25: Super modern windcatcher.42 

 

The other classification is based on flow concept or air circulating: 1) unidirectional; and 

2) bidirectional. (Fig. 26) In unidirectional, there is just one way for airflow to enter the tower and 

then after circulation, the fresh air becomes warm and goes out from the openings of buildings like 

windows; unidirectional windcatchers usually have an inclined roof with a 30-45 degree slope. In 

Bidirectional, air inlet and outlet have separate paths. There are multi partitions that divide the 

                                                 
42 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 
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main tower to various shafts and help to have natural ventilation for different wind directions; also, 

this type can be a response for a region with no prevailing wind.43 44 45 46 

 
 

Figure 26: Unidirectional windcatcher (left) and bidirectional windcatcher (right). 43 46 

The last classification is according to cross-section shape of windcatchers’ tower: square, 

rectangle, hexagon, octagon, and circle. (Fig. 27) Cross-sections of windcatchers affect induced 

air flow rate and, consequently, their efficiency. A square shape windcatcher has the best 

performance compared to other shapes because it has the highest rate of induced air flow. (Fig. 29) 

47 48  

                                                 
43 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 

44 Beazley, Elisabeth, and Michael Harverson. “Living with the desert. Working buildings of the Iranian plateau." 

(1982). 

45 Erell, Evyatar, David Pearlmutter, and Yair Etzion. "A multi-stage down-draft evaporative cool tower for semi-

enclosed spaces: aerodynamic performance." Solar Energy 82, no. 5 (2008): 420-429. 

46 Bahadori, Mehdi N., Alireza Dehgh Ani-s Anij, and Ali Sayigh. Wind Towers. Springer International Publishing, 

2014. 

47 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 

48 Montazeri, Hamid. "Experimental and numerical study on natural ventilation performance of various multi-

opening wind catchers." Building and Environment 46, no. 2 (2011): 370-378. 
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Figure 27: Windcatchers’ different cross -section shape. 

 

         

Figure 28: Windcatchers with rectangular plans: a) with cross-shaped blades, b) with H-

shaped blades, and c) with vertical cruciform blades. 
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Figure 29: Effect of cross-section shape on windcatchers on included airflow rate. 49 

 

The number of openings influences the efficiency of windcatchers; research experiments 

with wind tunnel, smoke visualization testing, and computational fluid dynamic (CFD) modeling 

indicate that performance of a windcatcher will decrease as numbers of openings increase. Wind 

angle affects the efficiency of windcatchers. Zero is the appropriate number for the angle between 

the wind and the horizontal line for windcatchers; moreover, the effect of wind angle decreases if 

the numbers of openings increases. Likewise, another angle is important because both capturing 

more wind and having the highest ventilation rate, airflow should enter the opening of a 

windcatcher straightly and without 90-degree rotation. Windcatchers are built faced to the 

                                                 
49 Volumetric flow rates from Tables of two above source depict relationship of number of windcatcher openings 

and wind degree angle. 

0.014 𝑚2/𝑠 0.17 𝑚2/𝑠 
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prevailing wind.50 51 Using Louvers in windcatcher openings is another factor that increases the 

efficiency of windcatchers; but experiments present some results with the intention of having the 

maximum output. Increasing the number of louvers up to 6 increases proficiency of windcatchers, 

but adding more than 6 louvers displays the opposite results, which means it will decrease 

windcatchers’ efficiency. Louvers with 35 angle rotation compared to the horizontal line have the 

best efficiency. The dimension of louver projection equals the dimension of the gap of two adjacent 

louvers.50 52(Fig.30) Having more partitions not only increases air motion through shafts but also 

fortifies the structure of a windcatcher.50 

 

Figure 30: The most efficient angle of windcatcher louvers . 

                                                 
50 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 

51 Montazeri, Hamid. "Experimental and numerical study on natural ventilation performance of various multi-

opening wind catchers." Building and Environment 46, no. 2 (2011): 370-378 

 
52Hughes, Ben Richard, John Kaiser Calautit, and Saud Abdul Ghani. "The development of commercial wind towers 

for natural ventilation: A review." Applied Energy 92 (2012): 606-627. 
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Figure 31: 90-degree angle in plan.53 54 

 

Figure 32: Zero-degree angle in section 

with horizontal line.  

 

 

The diagrams below (Fig. 33, Fig. 35, Fig. 37, and Fig. 38) show the location of windcatchers in 

building and their relation with other parts of buildings:  

                                                 
53 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 

54 Bahadori, Mehdi N., Alireza Dehgh Ani-s Anij, and Ali Sayigh. Wind Towers. Springer International Publishing, 

2014. 
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1. Integrated with Talar (Hall, Summer Room).55 56                       

Figure 33: Windcatchers integrated with Talar . 

 

    

Figure 34: Views of windcatchers integrated with Talar . 

 

                                                 
55 Mahmoudi, Mahnaz. "Windcatvher the symbol of Iranian architecture." Tehran, Yazda publication (2010). 

56 Bahadori Nejad, M., and A. Dehghani. "Wind-Catcher, a Masterpiece of Iranian Engineering." (2008). 
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2. Integrated with basement (Qanat).57 58 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35: windcatchers integrated with basement . 

 

Figure 36: View of windcatcher integrated with basement . 

3. Integrated with pool and fountain.57 58 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Windcatchers integrated with pool and fountain . 

                                                 
57 Mahmoudi, Mahnaz. "Windcatvher the symbol of Iranian architecture." Tehran, Yazda publication (2010). 

58 Bahadori Nejad, M., and A. Dehghani. "Wind-Catcher, a Masterpiece of Iranian Engineering." (2008). 
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4. Integrated with Tanabi (a long room).59 60 

 

 

 

 

Figure 38: Windcatchers integrated with Tanabi . 

 

Figure 39: View of windcatchers integrated with Tanabi . 

 

Research on the design of windcatchers shows that even though damper helps to regulate and 

control the air movement, Integration with curved roofs, not having vane, damper and egg crate 

grilles and not insulating roof of windcatchers can be effective. Since windcatchers work with two 

forces, external wind and buoyancy effect, when there is no prevailing wind, buoyancy effect will 

be applied. Actually, buoyancy effect is an upward force that is derived because of the temperature 

                                                 
59 Mahmoudi, Mahnaz. "Windcatvher the symbol of Iranian architecture." Tehran, Yazda publication (2010). 

60 Bahadori Nejad, M., and A. Dehghani. "Wind-Catcher, a Masterpiece of Iranian Engineering." (2008). 
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difference between two places that will be exerted on an immersed object.61 62 In the modern design 

of windcatchers, a combination of ventilation principles of both wind tower and passive stack are 

considered.63 Integrating with a heat source, solar chimney, evaporative cooling and light pipes 

are instances of using the buoyancy effect in windcatchers; down draft windcatcher is another 

example as well.61 64 

Installation of the heat source inside the main tower of a windcatcher causes stack effect, which 

speeds up air movement and, consequently, causes more ventilation. Studies reveal that a 

combination of windcatcher with solar chimney increases performance of the windcatcher because 

of having more mass flow rate.  In addition, it has other benefits like using solar energy as a 

renewable source and being autonomous without depending on suitable wind.61 64 Evaporative 

cooling can be used in windcatchers as well in order to increase their efficiency; previous research 

presents two ways of applying evaporative cooling to the windcatcher: using wet column and wet 

surface. Experiments show that a windcatcher with wet column works better with high wind speeds 

and insulating the walls of a windcatcher increases efficiency of evaporative cooling, which leads 

to consuming less water; furthermore, a windcatcher with a wet surface has better performance in 

low wind speeds. A windcatcher integrated with courtyard and qanat are the examples of using 

                                                 
61 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 

62 Hughes, Ben Richard, John Kaiser Calautit, and Saud Abdul Ghani. "The development of commercial wind 

towers for natural ventilation: A review." Applied Energy 92 (2012): 606-627. 

63 Elmualim, Abbas. "Integrated building management systems for sustainable technologies: Design aspiration and 

operational shortcoming." In Sustainability in Energy and Buildings, pp. 275-280. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2009. 

64 Bahadori, Mehdi N., Alireza Dehgh Ani-s Anij, and Ali Sayigh. Wind Towers. Springer International Publishing, 

2014. 
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evaporative cooling in vernacular windcatchers.65 66 67 68 69 There is also a proposed type of modern 

windcatcher that is suitable for hot and humid climatic conditions the roof profile of this type is 

designed based on an inverted airplane wing shaped roof that uses Bernoulli’s effect. This will 

help to induce low air pressure at the top of the wind tower.65 

 

Figure 40: Experimental house with an inverted airplane wing windcatcher.65 

 

Another study considers limitations of vernacular windcatchers: The windcatcher is fixed and 

cannot move in order to be adapted with the suitable wind, small birds, insects and dust are allowed 

to enter the building; a part of inlet air flow wastes because it goes out without circulation of fresh 

air for the building occupants; the windcatchers are not efficient enough in the regions with low-

                                                 
65 Saadatian, Omidreza, Lim Chin Haw, Kamaruzzaman Sopian, and Mohamad Yusof Sulaiman. "Review of 

windcatcher technologies." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 16, no. 3 (2012): 1477-1495. 

66 Mahmoudi, M., (2010). “Windcatcher: “The Symbol of Iranian Architecture.”, Yazda, Tehran, Iran. 

67 Bahadori Nejad, M., and A. Dehghani. "Wind-Catcher, a Masterpiece of Iranian Engineering." (2008). 

68 Hughes, Ben Richard, John Kaiser Calautit, and Saud Abdul Ghani. "The development of commercial wind 

towers for natural ventilation: A review." Applied Energy 92 (2012): 606-627. 

69 Bahadori, Mehdi N., Alireza Dehgh Ani-s Anij, and Ali Sayigh. Wind Towers. Springer International Publishing, 

2014. 
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speed wind or regions without the wind; They are so vulnerable to rain, wind, and sun; Installation 

and numbers of windcatchers that can be mounted on one roof of the buildings are limited. 

Then the study proposes a modern wind tower in which the above defects are removed and 

some constructive features are added such as easy installation and low maintenance cost without 

the need of complicated technologies for operation; the wind tower is adaptable and movable 

which means it can rotate toward the faster wind; it is completely green which means passive 

cooling strategy is used with no needs for electrical energy; due to increasing the ventilation rate 

of the building, the proposed wind tower can be combined with an air heater or solar chimney, or 

another wind tower in the opposite direction and Kolah-farangi; proposed wind tower made of 

transparent materials provides natural light for the inside of the building; using channels allows 

for having air flow in every part of the building.70 

 

Figure 41: The view of circular wind tower.70 

                                                 
70 Dehghani-sanij, A. R., M. Soltani, and K. Raahemifar. "A new design of wind tower for passive ventilation in 

buildings to reduce energy consumption in windy regions." Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 42 (2015): 

182-195. 
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3.2.1 Material of vernacular windcatcher 

One of the important features of the desert to achieve cooling is the use of mud and mud 

brick as the main construction materials in buildings with the purpose of practicing the use of 

indigenous materials which have low costs.  

Construction of a windcatcher, which is named Baudgeer in Iran, is considered as to be a 

masterpiece of Iranian creative engineering and architecture. The material usually used in 

windcatchers includes mud, mud bricks, plaster, and shorouneh wood. This kind of wood is 

extremely sturdy and resistant to termites. The common materials used for decoration of 

windcatchers are mainly plaster, brick and adobe. 

Windcatchers work with thermal mass which is obtained from thickness of their constituent 

walls. Usually they are made of mud, mud brick, and baked brick, all of which have high thermal 

capacity which helps to keep heat in the walls and prevent heat from passing quickly. This 

characteristic of walls causes reduction in the fluctuation of temperature during day and night. 

Thick walls have higher heat capacity, therefore, they absorb heat during the day and trap it. Then, 

during the night, they emit the stored heat to the outside. Therefore, the inside of the building has 

a fixed temperature which creates thermal comfort for the occupants without depending on outside 

conditions.71 72 73 

Mud, mud bricks, baked bricks, and plaster are popular materials used for thermal mass 

vernacular windcatchers. Using mud is prevalent as the material for building in hot and arid 

                                                 
71 Mahmoudi, Mahnaz. "Windcatvher the symbol of Iranian architecture." Tehran, Yazda publication (2010). 

72 Bahadori Nejad, M., and A. Dehghani. "Wind-Catcher, a Masterpiece of Iranian Engineering." (2008). 

73 Beazley, Elisabeth, and Michael Harverson. “Living with the desert. Working buildings of the Iranian plateau." 

(1982). 
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climates because of both its durability and its adaptability to harsh desert climates with extreme 

heat, cold and glare. Mud has outstanding insulation in comparison with other materials which are 

widespread in the desert, like stone.  Mud provides strong insulation because it is a relatively 

porous material, so air spaces cause a delay in passing heat .Usually mud walls have huge 

thickness, which is an advantage; thick walls have exceptional capacity for heat storage. Mud has 

drawbacks as well; for example, its resistance to rain, snow, and earthquake is weak. 

Since soil is the most available material in the desert, mud walls are dominant there for 

construction. Mud walls and mud brick are best made with over 50% clay. Earth for baked brick 

usually has 70-80% clay. For mud walls, the earth is used wet, as mud. Also, the earth is very 

thoroughly mixed with water and with short bits of straw, by being trodden with bare feet. Straw 

is added to minimize shrinkage as the mud dries out. 

Mud walls cannot be built all at once, which means they are built through several sections. 

The height of each section is about 50-70 centimeters; it is necessary to leave each section to dry, 

otherwise it will collapse under its own weight. The horizontal lift lines can be seen easily on the 

mud walls which represent borders of sections. Height of mud walls can be about 10 meters.74 

Mud bricks are made of a similar mix of earth, water and short straw as that which is used 

for mud walls, but slightly softer; the mud is rapidly shaped in a wooden former; after initial drying 

on the spot where they are cast, or sometimes in sinuous lines, to dry for two or three days. Typical 

dimensions are 20×20×4 or 20×20×5 centimeters, which makes them look like thick tiles. This 

size is easy to not only handle, but also cover surfaces. Rectangular shapes are rarely made. Mortar 

used for jointing the mud bricks is usually thick and made of the same mud.74 

                                                 
74 Beazley, Elisabeth, and Michael Harverson. “Living with the desert. Working buildings of the Iranian plateau." 

(1982). 
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Baked bricks are more durable. Walls of baked brick usually don’t need to be covered by 

plaster because it seems that the brick works tend to look harsh. Gypsum is generally used as 

mortar for joints in the rows of brick for baked bricks walls. Baked bricks have the dimensions of 

sun-dried bricks but since they shrink in firing, they end up smaller. They are molded in portions, 

20×10×5 centimeters, in order to form oblong bricks.75 

General plaster for mud and mud brick walls and roofs is a mud and straw plaster (Kahgel) 

of a similar mix used for both inside and outside. Mud bricks, use a little more water; this plaster 

makes the walls more attractive because the rough surface texture is covered by this relatively soft 

plaster. Visibility of the short bits of straw in the plaster on the surfaces of walls is the reasons for 

this beauty. Gypsum, fuel, and lime can be added to this plaster where resistance to damp or 

strength and elasticity is important.75 

 

Figure 42: Materials of vernacular windcatchers : a) mud; b) mud brick; and c) baked 

brick. 

                                                 
75 Beazley, Elisabeth, and Michael Harverson. “Living with the desert. Working buildings of the Iranian plateau." 

(1982). 
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3.2.2 Structure based on talks with a master builder76 

The windcatchers in the Yazd region, including Ardakan, Meybod, and Yazd, are 

constructed in special ways. In Ardakan and Meybod, they are similarly constructed; they are 

unidirectional (one-sided) and face north. However, in Yazd, windcatchers are multidirectional 

(four-sided) and have openings in four directions. The different structure is due to the fact that in 

Ardakan and Meybod, the cool wind flows only from the north and therefore, windcatchers are 

unidirectional (one-sided). In Yazd, the cool wind flows from four directions due to the existence 

of the mountain, ShirKooh, in the vicinity, and therefore, the windcatchers are multidirectional 

(four-sided). 

As its name shows, the windcatcher is applied to catch the wind from outside the building 

and trap it inside and change the air within the building. Indeed, it is not essential that the air comes 

downward through the building. In many cases, it is likely that the wind flows from the garden to 

the vault and then comes into the chamber. Therefore, the windcatcher acts as a fan and directs the 

wind upward. Principally, the desert cities used to apply windcatchers and today, it is still applied 

despite the existence of fans and ventilators. In the past, the dwelling houses were small or big 

depending on the owners’ financial situation and if the owner was rich, or the house had a bigger 

chamber or vault, a bigger windcatcher would be made. If the owner was a farmer, and he was 

from a lower financial class, his house’s windcatcher would be smaller. Famous 

All windcatchers are similarly strong: it can’t be said that as a windcatcher is 

multidirectional (four-sided), its strength is different. Wood is typically used for this purpose. 

                                                 
76 This information is derived from interviewing with Mr. Hossein Kamali Ardakani who is an experienced expert 

master builder of Baudgeer in Ardakan, a city in Yazd province. Mr. Kamali is well-known for his knowledge and 

experience about Baudgeer and its structure. Interview was in person besides taking movie; then the movie changed 

to transcript; the videos of interview are available. The date of interview is April, 2014. 
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Windcatcher construction starts from the roof. Initially, before making a windcatcher on the roof, 

essential foundations need to be made. In fact, one side of the windcatcher starts from the chamber 

roof and its structure stretches upward. 

The roofs are usually constructed with a Roman arch, that is, an arch made on the roof in 

order to carry the load to both sides, and then the arch is leveled. To start constructing a 

windcatcher from the roof, a wooden frame is put in four sides on the windcatcher roof and four 

sides of the windcatchers are bundled together. For example, a windcatcher in which both sides 

are 5 meters and the smaller width is 1.5-2 meters (the smaller side is not less than 2 meters), these 

four sides are bundled together with wood.   

Today, they are bundled together with iron, but in the past, wood and iron nails were 

bundled together. When there were not any nails, the wood was bundled together with Sazu, a rope 

made of fibers of dates’ leaves. 

In constructing a windcatcher, bundling together is repeated in three spots. One spot is on 

the rooftop, the second spot is the place partitioning the windcatcher openings, i.e. three rows 

below the windcatcher openings, and the third spot is the blocked openings.  

The number of openings is usually selected by individuals. This individuality is due to 

annular barrel vault and the arch of walls, each of which are constructed under the windcatcher 

shelves. In order to arrange the arches of walls and shelves in the same axis and also to place the 

walls and shelves on the same axis, the number of shelves needs to be odd. Accordingly, the 

number of windcatcher openings is odd, too. In most cases, the room under the windcatchers has 

5 shelves. 

To separate the windcatcher openings, a blade is used. In the past, 5-centimeter adobe was 

used to construct blades, the thickness of which was at least 7 centimeters. Today, a 5-centimeter 
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brick is used to make blades. In the past, windcatchers were made from adobe and cob, but 

nowadays they are made with brick and pointing. 

The length of wood used in windcatcher bundling is usually 0.5-1 centimeter or longer 

from each side and therefore they overhang. This wood overhangs so that boards can be put on 

them and people can stand on the boards and continue to construct the windcatcher. 

To strengthen and keep the blades of the openings together, a kind of wood, whose 

application is different from bundling wood, is used. As mentioned above, this wood is used to 

connect and firmly keep the blades together. In high parts of the blades, the wood is put in distances 

of every 50-80 centimeters. This wood can be longer. If this wood is not put on, the blades are not 

applicable as they may inflate and they can’t tolerate the weight of the final roof of the windcatcher. 

Two kinds of wood are used in making windcatchers. The first type is the wood used to 

make spade handles that is resistant against termites and the other type is carved Platanus wood 

soaked in burnt oil. Thickness of both types is 5 centimeters. The wood needs to be thin enough to 

be attractive. 

There are different methods to block openings and connect the blades; the most common 

method is blocking the blades using a framed blade. In the example above, a windcatcher roof, i.e. 

a 1.5 × 5 rectangle, needs to be capped and filled. The wood used in the windcatcher tower is 

applied to cap the roof, and then brick and adobe are put on the roof; however, today iron and 

angle iron are used for the roof, which are better than wood. It is better to use iron than brick which 

is used in the current windcatchers. Usually 5 rows are made to add to the roof thickness and then 

the ceiling decorations are built. To decorate a ceiling, crenulated patterns are used. To decorate, 

5 more rows are added to the roof. Therefore, the roof height is about 70 centimeters, i.e. 10 rows, 

the thickness of each is 7 centimeters. 
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In the middle of the windcatcher roof, a vat (big clay container) is used in which the rain 

water is collected. Pigeons use it, and it also helps the ventilation. Since in the past, there wasn’t 

any PVC pipe, the rain water and the waste were accumulated there, and if the downspout was 

used, in the case of wind flowing, the water would flow into the neighbor’s house. Therefore, the 

vat was used on the windcatcher roofs. 

The heavier the windcatcher roof, the better, because the heaviness prevents the blades’ 

destruction regardless of wind direction, and the windcatcher is nevertheless strong and resistant. 

Therefore, except for the vat, the rest of the windcatcher surface is filled.  

 

Figure 43: Steps to build a vernacular windcatcher.  

3.2.3 Material of modern windcatcher based on case studies 

In the industrialized construction world, windcatchers are one of the most reliable tools 

which effectively use wind energy for the natural ventilation of the building. The main idea for the 

industrialized new windcatchers is to keep the structure of traditional windcatchers and implement 

the main idea in current urban context. 

The first bundling The second bundling Bundling the blades 

The third bundling 
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Figure 44: Timeline of modern windcatchers.77 78 

 

                                                 
77 Battle McCarthy Consulting Engineers. Wind towers. Academy Press, 1999. 

78 AlSharhan, Dalal, and E. S. Ozcelik. "Kingspan Lighthouse." 
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Figure 45: Areas in which modern windcatchers are used .79 

 

In the following section we are going to observe some case studies in order to recognize 

the common used materials in modern windcatchers: 

Case Study 1: One of the architects who has made the most use of windcatcher in his work 

in the Egyptian architect, Hasan Fathi. In the office building of BRE in Hertfordshire, Great 

Britain, he uses stainless steel chimneys which causes the air from inside of the building to be 

replaced by increasing the stack effect. In order to increase the stack effect for the building, the 

architect uses passages in the curved hollow superstructure concrete floor slabs. The recyclable 

concrete acts as a thermal mass and cools the incoming air by absorbing heat from it.79 80 

                                                 
79 Battle McCarthy Consulting Engineers. Wind towers. Academy Press, 1999. 

80 Zimmerman, M., and J. Andersson. "Low energy cooling–case study buildings." International energy agency, 

energy conservation in buildings and community systems programme. Annex 28 (1998). 
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Figure 46: Office building of BRE in Hertfordshire by Hasan Fathi . 

 

Case Study 2: The lighthouse in residential building in Watford, Great Britain was 

designed in response to the climate change and temperature increase. The lighthouse uses selective 

thermal mass to overcome the issue of ignorance of overheating in summer. The selective thermal 

mass is produced by using thermal heavyweight room ceiling surfaces within a lightweight 

structural system. For this purpose, two kinds of different materials, BASF PCM (Phase Change 

Materials) plasterboard and dense cement fiberboard were combined. The phase changing material 

helps in absorbing the heat in the daytime by changing from solid to solid to liquid. At nighttime 

the process is reversed to work as a passive windcatcher system. The project uses some materials 

such as timber frames, sweet chestnut cladding, screw piles, floating ground floor and replacing 
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concrete slab, wool carpet, and natural rubber flooring to decrease embodied energy and increase 

recycled content and reuse.81 

 

Figure 47: Lighthouse in residential building in Watford  

 

Case Study 3: The Ionica Headquarters office buildings in Cambridge, United Kingdom 

reflect the image of an innovative high-technology company with natural and mechanical 

ventilation. The central atrium of the building acts as a stack for the natural ventilation. A series 

of wind towers in located right over the atrium and the thermal mass is incorporated in the building 

by exposing concrete ceiling throughout. The building envelope as well as the horizontal and 

vertical partitions of the building are constructed from heavyweight materials in the form of slabs. 

The channels in the slab are used as ducts for the ventilation.82 

                                                 
81 AlSharhan, Dalal, and E. S. Ozcelik. "Kingspan Lighthouse." 

82 Zimmerman, M., and J. Andersson. "Low energy cooling–case study buildings." International energy agency, 

energy conservation in buildings and community systems programme. Annex 28 (1998). 
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Figure 48: Ionica Headquarters office in Cambridge, UK. 

 

Case Study 4: In Queens Building in Montfort University the floor plan is dictated by the 

architect’s goal of designing a naturally ventilated building. The chimneys of the building rely on 

the stack effect to operate properly. The building’s brick enclosure acts as a thermal wrapper, 

buffering the building from temperature peaks at midday.83 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49: Queens building in Montfort University . 

                                                 
83 Zimmerman, M., and J. Andersson. "Low energy cooling–case study buildings." International energy agency, 

energy conservation in buildings and community systems programme. Annex 28 (1998). 
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Case Study 5: The council house 2 (CH2) in Melbourne is Australia’s first 6-star Green 

Star building. In this building, thermal mass, ventilation stacks and water is used for cooling 

through chilled ceiling panels and beams. The vaulted wavy ceilings of the building are made from 

pre-cast concrete and therefore have high thermal mass, as it contacts with the indoor air and helps 

the buildings spaces to remain cooler in the day. The shower towers are made from tubes of 

lightweight fabric. As the air falls within the shower towers it is cooled by evaporation from the 

shower of water.84 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 50: The council house (CH2) in Melbourne. 

3.3 Problem Definition 

Undoubtedly, use of natural ventilation instead of air conditioning systems in high-density 

cities helps to decrease energy consumption exceedingly, especially in recent centuries when all 

cities have become dense as a result of population growth and immigration; but because of lower 

                                                 
84 Zimmerman, M., and J. Andersson. "Low energy cooling–case study buildings." International energy agency, 

energy conservation in buildings and community systems programme. Annex 28 (1998). 
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wind speeds, higher temperatures due to the effects of the urban heat islands, noise and pollution 

dense urban environment show difficulties for the application of natural ventilation. 

To respond to the question, the research studies the characteristics and in particular the 

materials of vernacular windcatchers and compare it to some case studies of new modern 

windcatchers for recognizing the best materials to be used in contemporary wincatchers which can 

also keep the original idea of traditional windcatcher. 
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4 TENSILE STRUCTURES 

4.1 Iranian textile 

Textile production in Iran dates back to the 10th millennium BCE, and much of the output 

of Persia’s weavers has rightly been hailed as masterworks. The first European-style factories in 

Persia were established in the 1850s and were among the first establishments in the country to use 

modern technology. While some archeologists believe the history of fabrics dates back to 8,000 

years, the result of archeological excavations conducted in Behshahr in Mazandaran province 

revealed that Iranians have been producing fabrics for the last 6,500 years.85 

Textile production continued to play an important role in the Persian economy, but it still 

remained a cottage industry despite the rapid growth of new factories in the 1930s. The attraction 

of huge profits stimulated the building of new textile plants. The government led the construction 

effort, and the number of plants rose between 1956-57 and 1959-60 from 13 to 52, more than 

doubling the labor force.86 

Iranians have been involved in producing uniquely-designed fabrics for the last 8,000 

years. Iranian hand-woven textiles were exported throughout history.85 Iranian textile industry is 

related to its culture and history. It has created lots of jobs for Iranians during the history and 

distinction of this industry would be harmful to the economy of Iran and Iranian people. Thus, 

Iranian textile with its cultural background seems to be a great material to be used in the proposed 

model, considering all its history.  

                                                 
85“http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/textile-industry-in-iran“Accessed November, 2016. 

86“http://www.iran-daily.com/News/123318.html“Accessed November, 2016. 

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/textile-industry-in-iran
http://www.iran-daily.com/News/123318.html
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The fabric used in the tensile fabric structures is being created by machine, but it’s similar 

to Iranian handmade textile. (Fig. 51 and Fig. 52) Moreover, lots of great features has been added 

to it because of the improvements in the technologies. Using the tensile structure in the proposed 

model, we can vivify this ancient industry and make the most of it as a tool for a passive cooling 

strategy. It will also create lots of jobs and helps to know the culture and ancient textile industry 

in Iran. 

 

Figure 51: Traditional handmade Iranian textile .87 

 

 

Figure 52: Modern textile industry .88 

                                                 
87 “http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/textile-industry-in-iran“Accessed November, 2016. 
88 Seidel, Michael. Tensile surface structures: A practical guide to cable and membrane construction. John Wiley & 

Sons, 2009. 

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/textile-industry-in-iran
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4.2 Introduction 

Membranes are thin skins, which can be made of fabric, foil or any other suitable 

materials.89 Tensile structures are light in weight because their structural stability results from their 

prestressed shape rather than the mass of the materials used.90 91 Consequently, they are much 

lighter than conventional building structures yet offer high stability. The combination of low mass 

and wide span provides the architect with opportunities of expressing lightness and stability in a 

coherent and unified way through the organization and shaping of each detail.(urope) 

The lightness of tensile structures gives them clear preferences over other constructions 

like mobility, adaptability and being convertible. In fact, convertible structures can be seen as the 

most adaptive systems; these features make tensile structures to be flexible in their spatial 

arrangement and response to climatic variations.89 90 The resistance of membranes to soiling is 

considered as an outstanding criteria for their appearance and maintenance cost; nanotechnology 

can provide high durability for fabrics in order to be self-cleaning.90 92 

 

Benefits of Tensile Structures: short construction time and quick erection; 

permanent/temporary; natural light and reducing lighting requirements; reducing carbon dioxide 

emission; absorb UV; non-flammable; reparable; easy cleaning/ self-cleaning; reflection of heat 

                                                 
89 Schock, Hans-Joachim. Soft shells: design and technology of tensile architecture. Birkhauser, 1997. 

90 Forster, Brian, and John Chilton. Introduction [European design guide for tensile surface structures]. Tensinet, 

2004. 

91 Berger, Horst. Light structures, structures of light: the art and engineering of tensile architecture. AuthorHouse, 

2005. 

92 Koch, Klaus-Michael, Karl J. Habermann, and Brian Forster. Membrane structures: innovative building with film 

and fabric. Prestel Publishing, 2004. 
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from the sun; beauty of the interior space; excitement of the exterior sculpture; capability to form 

large column-free spaces; good earthquake resistance through their small mass; waterproof. 

Tensile structures have different urban morphology than the other buildings in the context. 

This characteristic could be utilized to improve the airflow manipulation and air movement in the 

buildings with tensile structures.93(Fig. 53)      

 

Figure 53: Tensile structures look different from o ther buildings in urban context  (redraw 

by author).93 

 

                                                 
93 Scheuermann, Rudi, and Keith Boxer. Tensile architecture in the urban context. Architectural Press, 1996. 
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4.3 Material properties.94 95 (Fig. 61) 

 

Figure 54: Common Tensile material for tensile structures .94 95 

 

4.4 Natural Daylight 

Translucency is one of the most widely appreciated qualities of engineered fabric 

architecture. Indeed such translucency can provide the necessary amount of daylight for standard 

building usage, playing an important role in the building's energy efficiency. Even insulated multi-

layer membrane roofs can be designed to be translucent by combining appropriate membranes 

with translucent insulation material. To the human eye such roofs appear bright and translucent 

                                                 
94 Schock, Hans-Joachim. Soft shells: design and technology of tensile architecture. Birkhauser, 1997. 

95 Forster, Brian, and John Chilton. Introduction [European design guide for tensile surface structures]. Tensinet, 

2004. 
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even when the light transmission is only negligible, giving the appearance of lightweight roof 

structure.96 97 

To avoid both undesired glare and too dark shadows, we have a natural desire to diffuse 

light. (Fig. 62) The light transmitted into membrane covered space is highly diffused due to the 

properties of the membrane and also due to the splayed reflections off the double-covered 

membrane surface. (Fig. 64) When considering the quantity of light it is important to realize that 

membrane structures often allow daylight to penetrate into the space in much larger quantities than 

with conventional solutions. The range of translucency of structural membranes depends very 

much on the material and its strength. The translucency varies from a range of 5-15% translucency 

for PTFE coated glass cloth to 8-30% translucency for PVC coated polyester cloth top-coated with 

PTFE.96 

 

                   

Figure 55: Light through the membrane being diffused  (left) and directional light through 

the transparent areas incorporated in the membrane surface  (right).(redrawn by author)96
 

 

                                                 
96 Scheuermann, Rudi, and Keith Boxer. Tensile architecture in the urban context. Architectural Press, 1996. 
97 Forster, Brian, and John Chilton. Introduction [European design guide for tensile surface structures]. Tensinet, 

2004. 
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Since tensile structures both reflect and diffused the light, it helps them to have enough 

light during day and night with hidden light source or indirect light source. In fact, membrane 

structures reduce need of artificial light because of passing the light through inside and then 

reflecting it.98 (Fig. 63) 

                       

Figure 56: Light from hidden light sources (left) and Indirect light supporting the 

readability of the membrane shape (right).(redrawn by author)98 

                                                 
98 Scheuermann, Rudi, and Keith Boxer. Tensile architecture in the urban context. Architectural Press, 1996. 
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Figure 57: Transmittance of double layer membrane skins .(redrawn by author)99 

 

4.5 Form classification 

Lightweight tensile structures are categorized in relation to different characteristics. For 

example, classifying based on constituent curves, Fundamental tensile forms, shape and type of 

support, and purpose of application. 

With membrane structures two basic shapes can be distinguished, which are named based 

on two terms from surface geometry: 1) synclastic surfaces are curved like a sphere or balloon 

which means surfaces have their curvature in the same directions, and 2) anticlastic surfaces have 

their curvature in opposite directions.100 (Fig. 54) 

                                                 

99 Forster, Brian, and John Chilton. Introduction [European design guide for tensile surface structures]. Tensinet, 

2004. 

100 Schock, Hans-Joachim. Soft shells: design and technology of tensile architecture. Birkhauser, 1997. 
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Figure 58: Classification of tensile membrane structures based on constituent curves .101 

                      

Figure 59: Fundamental tensile forms.(redrawn by author)102 

                                                 
101 Schock, Hans-Joachim. Soft shells: design and technology of tensile architecture. Birkhauser, 1997. 

102 Bridgens, B., and M. Birchall. "Form and function: the significance of material properties in the design of tensile 

fabric structures." Engineering structures 44 (2012): 1-12. 
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Figure 60: Classification of tensile membrane structures based on shape and type of 

support – supported at points.(redrawn by author)103 

 

Figure 61: Classification of tensile membrane structures based on shape and type of 

support – supported along lines. (redrawn by author)104 

                                                 
103 Seidel, Michael. Tensile surface structures: A practical guide to cable and membrane construction. John Wiley & 

Sons, 2009. 
104 Seidel, Michael. Tensile surface structures: A practical guide to cable and membrane construction. John Wiley & 

Sons, 2009. 
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Figure 62: Classification of tensile membrane structures based on shape and type of 

support – supported along lines.(redrawn by author)104 

            

Figure 63: Classification of tensile membrane structures based on shape and type of 

support – supported by air from underneath or top.(redrawn by author)105 

                                                 
105 Seidel, Michael. Tensile surface structures: A practical guide to cable and membrane construction. John Wiley & 

Sons, 2009. 
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Figure 64: Classification of tensile membrane structures based on purpose of application 

(redrawn by author)106 

 

4.6 Thermal environment and natural ventilation 

Tensile membrane structures tend to create internal thermal environments that differ 

strongly from those encountered in more conventional buildings and, as such, strongly influence 

the environmental design strategy. These characteristics derived from the properties of the textile 

skin as well as from the topology of the space they enclose. In conventional buildings the thermal 

capacity of roof and wall reduce the effect of rapid changes in outdoor temperature and radiation 

since a large amount of energy and a significant delay is required for changes in external surface 

temperatures to influence the internal conditions. By contrast, a tensile membrane skin is extremely 

thin and lightweight. It therefore provides little or no thermal buffering to the interior and reliance 

                                                 
106 Forster, Brian, and John Chilton. Introduction [European design guide for tensile surface structures]. Tensinet, 

2004. 
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cannot be placed upon its thermal mass to dampen the effects of fluctuation in outdoor temperature 

and radiation.106 

The membrane surface temperature can swing rapidly over the course of the day due to 

variations in solar radiation during daytime as well as radiation heat losses to the clear sky at night. 

High contrasts in surface temperatures are likely to be experienced inside the building between, 

on the one hand, different areas of the membrane skin exposed to unequal solar radiation and sky 

temperature and, on the other, between the lightweight membrane and the thermally heavier floor 

slab or internal walls.106  

Substantial internal ceiling heights favor the accumulation of buoyant warm air at the high 

points of the structure resulting in the formation of cooler layers of air in the occupied zones. This 

phenomenon is amplified during daytime when the lightweight membrane roof is heated up by 

solar radiation. The resultant vertical temperature stratification can be strong, with differences 

between high point and floor air temperature. The stability of thermal layering depends both on 

the membrane roof temperature and on large-scale internal air movements triggered by buoyancy 

forces and ventilation.107 (Fig. 65) 

The ventilation strategy should be to put the emphasis on the provision of high outdoor air 

supply rates so as to limit the build-up of heat within the space. On the other hand, stable 

temperature stratification inside the enclosure can play an important role in the cooling strategy 

and the mixing of buoyant warm air accumulating in the upper part of the enclosure with that of 

the lower occupied zone has a detrimental effect on thermal comfort during this period. The 

                                                 
107 Forster, Brian, and John Chilton. Introduction [European design guide for tensile surface structures]. Tensinet, 

2004. 
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configuration of the ventilation openings should therefore be of a displacement type, where cool 

outdoor air is introduced at low levels and exhausted at high level, so as to follow the natural flow 

of the internal buoyant air. Conversely, outdoor air intakes should be minimized during the heating 

season to reduce heat losses and internal mixing should be promoted to avoid the accumulation of 

warm air above the occupied zone.107 (Fig.72) 

Airflows into the internal space can be controlled by adjustable openings in the building 

envelope, designed and positioned to make maximum use of both wind pressure distribution 

around the enclosure and temperature differences to enhance natural ventilation. (Fig. 70) 

Temperature driven airflow is commonly referred to as the stack effect. The driving force results 

from the temperature difference and therefore density difference between indoor and outdoor air. 

This in turn creates a vertical pressure gradient and a flow of air from positive to negative pressure 

points. As the outdoor air entering the enclosure picks up heat from internal and solar gains, it 

becomes buoyant and rises in the space. The rate of airflow caused by stack effect is a function of 

the area of openings, of the differences of height between them and of the temperature difference 

between indoor and outdoor air. It is independent of the orientation of the openings but the 

placement of the vents should also optimize the potential for wind-driven airflows in the enclosure. 

It is recommended to take advantage of the high points in the structure and maximize the vertical 

distance between air intakes and exhausts. Placing openings at the highest point of the structure 

also assists in discharging the accumulation of buoyant warm air from the upper part of the volume. 

The cooling effect provided by shading should be enhanced by promoting natural ventilation, using 

both thermal and wind driven air flows inside or underneath the structure.108 (Fig. 70)  

                                                 
108 Forster, Brian, and John Chilton. Introduction [European design guide for tensile surface structures]. Tensinet, 

2004. 
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High point of membrane structures have the most thermal volume which is out of human 

scale, because thermal volume is around the sustainable internal heights.108 (Fig. 65) 

 

Figure 65: The thermal environment inside textile enclosures .(redrawn by author)108 

 

Figure 66: Thermal mass integrated with membrane structures can be used  to achieve 

thermal inertia.(redrawn by author)109 

 

We can use these strategies in multi-story building which are related with membrane 

structures. (Fig. 67 and Fig.68) 

                                                 
109 Scheuermann, Rudi, and Keith Boxer. Tensile architecture in the urban context. Architectural Press, 1996. 
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Figure 67: Preheating of fresh air  (left) and reheating of circulated air (right). (redrawn by 

author)109 

                        

Figure 68: Getting rid of excess heat  (left) and Venting off used air (right).(redrawn by 

author)109 

 

Figure 69: Membrane structures can use the greenhouse effect to reduce heat loss .(redrawn 

by author)110 

                                                 
110 Scheuermann, Rudi, and Keith Boxer. Tensile architecture in the urban context. Architectural Press, 1996. 
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Figure 70: Use of thermal stack effect for not only ventilation during cold seasons, but 

also keeping warm inside the tensile structures during warm seasons.(redrawn by author)111 

 

Figure 71: Ventilation of membrane roof with thermal insulation  (high point structures). 

(redrawn by author)112 

 

As we can see a few amount of cool air move through gap between 2 layers and become warm 

by absorbing sunlight and then goes up, which speeds up the natural ventilation of membrane 

structures. (Fig. 72) 

                                                 
111 Forster, Brian, and John Chilton. Introduction [European design guide for tensile surface structures]. Tensinet, 

2004 
112 Berger, Horst. Light structures, structures of light: the art and engineering of tensile architecture. AuthorHouse, 

2005. 
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Figure 72: Use of movable sunshade and the thermal stack effect in order to prevent 

overheating and ventilation.(redrawn by author)113 

 

Figure 73: Use of tensile structure for atrium of a building in London in which 

translucency of the membrane decrease need of artificial light, air  conditioning systems, 

and heating.(redrawn by author)113 

 

 

                                                 
113 Scheuermann, Rudi, and Keith Boxer. Tensile architecture in the urban context. Architectural Press, 1996 
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5 INTEGRATION OF WINDCATCHER AND TENSILE STRUCTURES 

5.1 Initiation 

The first step in the integration of windcatcher and tensile structure in this research is to 

identify possible concepts and characteristics of windcatchers and tensile structures which could 

be used in this integration. The diagram below shows possible integration of form in windcatcher 

and tensile structure. (Fig. 74)  A metric is defined to evaluate each integration. You can see all 

the possible integration ideas about the form from irrelevant to strong in the metric. (Fig. 75) 

 

Figure 74: Integration of form to have the highest thermal stack effect . 
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The diagram bellows represents different subjects and areas in which windcatchers and 

tensile structures could be integrated together. The same metric as the above diagram is applicable 

to this diagram as well. 
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Figure 75: Investigation of characteristics of tensile structures and windcatchers . 
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Also, different hypothetical forms and kinds of this integration is being considered as a 

concept which makes it easier to go deeper to the methods used and the results of this integration. 

The diagram below shows some of the brainstorms about the hypothetical outcome of this 

integration. (Fig.76) 

                            

Figure 76: Primary hypothesis of the integration.                                             

5.2 Methods 

Due to respond to adaptive reuse of thermal mass windcatchers with lightweight tensile 

structures in contemporary hot-arid urban context of Tehran, some parameters are required for 

improving natural ventilation cooling and inhabitant adaptability. Documentation about existing 

windcatcher dimensions, micro-climate conditions, and urban morphology of the Sangelaj 

neighborhood in Tehran are collected  in order to apply it for developing the heat transfer and 

airflow analysis by implementation  of  design  analysis  tools  for  windcatcher  tensile  fabric  
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structures  and correlated CFD visualizations for wind velocity, pressure, and vectors in this 

context and developing the physical models and airflow in wind tunnel experiments are 

considered. 

 

Figure 77: Framework diagram, aspects of research . 

 

Simulation techniques for development of integrated tensile‐fabric windcatcher 

components for adaptive performance analysis in an existing urban context of selected Tehran 

neighborhood is listed below: 

1- Ladybug and honeybee visualization as a new performance analysis tools integrated in the 

Rhino-Grasshopper complex 3D design environment.  

2- The “Membrane” plug-in for tensile structure morphology design development and analysis. 
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3- “Flow Design” for Computational Fluid   Dynamic (CFD) analysis and visualizations. 

Implementation of wind tunnel experiments by experimenting different types of physical 

models from vernacular thermal mass models to modern tensile structures and gathering 

information about the adaptation of these two to find the best possible adapted model of traditional 

Windcatchers and tensile structures. Steps can be first, making a model of vernacular Windcatcher 

using a material which acts like a thermal mass in order to measure the wind velocity and volume 

for inlet and outlet. Second, making a simple tensile model in order to test the behavior of tensile 

structures in the wind tunnel in order to measure the identified parameters for inlet and outlet. 

Finally, making a simple adapted model of tensile structure integrated with thermal mass in order 

to compare to measure the wind velocity and volume of new model with the basic traditional 

thermal mass model and the basic tensile structure model and developing the physical model based 

on some effective characteristics like height, form and location to find the efficient Integration.       

5.3 Adaptation 

In the integration of windcatcher with tensile structures, windcatchers would act as chimneys, 

because of the stack effect; and tensile structures fortify it by their temperature stratification. 

Windcatchers work based on thermal mass; during the night the tower becomes cool and stays cool 

through the next day; airflow enters the cooled tower, then because of contacting cooled walls, 

airflow loses its heat by the means of convection and radiation and becomes cool. Since cool air 

sinks, it goes down into the living spaces of buildings to ventilate and provide thermal comfort in 
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them.114 115 116Therefore, for a multi-story building, having an opening through the tower provides 

natural ventilation for each floor separately.117 (Fig. 78a) 

Thermal mass is one of the most important elements of the windcatcher. To get an idea of 

how to use thermal mass in our integrated model, first we need to know how it works in summer 

and winter. 

Thermal mass in summer: In summer, thermal mass absorbs the ambient air heat while being 

shaded from direct sunlight to help reduce overheating. At night, the house can be ventilated to 

allow any excess heat to be lost into the cooler night air. 

Thermal mass in winter: In winter thermal mass absorb heat from the sun during the day, as well 

as from supplementary heat sources, and release that heat as temperatures fall at night. 

Furthermore, Phase Change Materials (PCMs) are ideal products for thermal management 

solutions and they can be translucent.118 Hence, by applying translucent fabric for tensile structures 

and translucent PCM thermal mass for walls of windcatchers, natural daylight for each floor in 

multi-story buildings can be provided.119 (Fig 78b) 

                                                 
114 Roaf, Susan, David Crichton, and Fergus Nicol. Adapting buildings and cities for climate change: a 21st century 

survival guide. Routledge, 2009. 

115 Noble, Allen. Traditional buildings: a global survey of structural forms and cultural functions. IB Tauris, 2009. 

116 Battle McCarthy Consulting Engineers. Wind towers. Academy Press, 1999. 

117 Documented forthcoming under review.” Mirhosseiniardakani, Homeiraalsadat and Smith, Shane I., “Socio-

environmental Framework for Integration of Lightweight Tensile Structure Windcatchers in Contemporary Hot-arid 

Urban Context of Tehran.”, World Sustainable Built Environment Conference, Hong Kong, June 2017. 

118 Kalnæs, Simen Edsjø, and Bjørn Petter Jelle. "Phase change materials and products for building applications: a 

state-of-the-art review and future research opportunities." Energy and Buildings 94 (2015): 150-176. 

119 Documented forthcoming under review.” Mirhosseiniardakani, Homeiraalsadat and Smith, Shane I., “Socio-

environmental Framework for Integration of Lightweight Tensile Structure Windcatchers in Contemporary Hot-arid 

Urban Context of Tehran.”, World Sustainable Built Environment Conference, Hong Kong, June 2017. 
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Moreover, Windcatchers can be considered as a structure for tensile structures in order to 

provide shading for the top of the building roofs. Consequently, the shade provides a comfortable 

socio-environmental place in which inhabitants can have interaction and gatherings.119  (Fig 78c) 

                     

 

The other adaptation is based on a typical existing apartment building in Sangelaj 

neighborhood in Tehran. (Fig. 79)  We can use PCM as a thermal storage in glazing windows for 

having both natural light and thermal mass functions. This adaptation can apply seasonally121. In 

fact, stack effect can be applicable in this adaptation in two ways: first, in summer, fresh air 

interfaces with the thermal mass PCM windows and becomes hot and rises. (Fig. 80 right) 

                                                 
120 Documented forthcoming under review.” Mirhosseiniardakani, Homeiraalsadat and Smith, Shane I., “Socio-

environmental Framework for Integration of Lightweight Tensile Structure Windcatchers in Contemporary Hot-arid 

Urban Context of Tehran.”, World Sustainable Built Environment Conference, Hong Kong, June 2017. 

121 Kalnæs, Simen Edsjø, and Bjørn Petter Jelle. "Phase change materials and products for building applications: a 

state-of-the-art review and future research opportunities." Energy and Buildings 94 (2015): 150-176. 

Figure 78: Integration of traditional windcatchers with tensile structures for new multi -story 

apartment buildings: a) natural ventilation cooling, b) adaptation with PCM thermal mass for 

natural daylighting, and c) adaptation for shading on habitable roof. 120 
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Consequently, because of stack effect, the warm air extracts exhaust air from the habitable indoor 

spaces and replaces it with fresh air. Second, due to stack effect, exhaust air rises and causes air 

movement and ventilation through the habitable spaces. In winter, this adaptation works based on 

the principles of pre-heating the fresh air before entering the building during the night, (Fig. 81 

right) and also reheating the circulated air during the day.122 (Fig. 81 left) 

These modules of lightweight tensile structures can be attached to each other in order to make 

a homogenous thermal windcatcher integrated with flexible shade structures on the top of the 

building roof. Tensile structure, which is on the top of the roof provides social environment for 

gathering of dwelling in summer. This big tensile structure as a head of windcatcher, can have 

number of openings based on direction of airflow with the aim of increasing the speed of warm 

air.122 

  

Figure 79: Section of an existing building in Sangelaj neighborhood in Tehran .122 

                                                 
122 Documented forthcoming under review.” Mirhosseiniardakani, Homeiraalsadat and Smith, Shane I., “Socio-

environmental Framework for Integration of Lightweight Tensile Structure Windcatchers in Contemporary Hot-arid 

Urban Context of Tehran.”, World Sustainable Built Environment Conference, Hong Kong, June 2017. 
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Figure 80: Function of thermal mass windcatcher integrated tensile structures adapting 

with section of existing apartment in  Tehran in summer.123 

                                                 
123 Documented forthcoming under review.” Mirhosseiniardakani, Homeiraalsadat and Smith, Shane I., “Socio-

environmental Framework for Integration of Lightweight Tensile Structure Windcatchers in Contemporary Hot-arid 

Urban Context of Tehran.”, World Sustainable Built Environment Conference, Hong Kong, June 2017. 
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Figure 81: Function of thermal mass windcatcher integrated tensile structures adapting 

with section of existing apartment in  Tehran in winter.124 

 

Nowadays, due to population growth, immigration, and lack of land, most of the cities are 

inclined toward turning out to be metropolis. As a result, apartments, multi-story buildings, and 

high rise buildings become more popular in high dense cities in order to provide the needed houses 

for inhabitants. As discussed above, thermal windcatchers work based on two induced forces: first, 

prevailing wind; second, air buoyancy and stack effect.  It is clear that because of urban density in 

contemporary cities, not only there is no efficient prevailing wind by reason of climate change, but 

also buildings cannot receive both adequate and equal airflow even if there is prevailing wind in 

                                                 
124 Documented forthcoming under review.” Mirhosseiniardakani, Homeiraalsadat and Smith, Shane I., “Socio-

environmental Framework for Integration of Lightweight Tensile Structure Windcatchers in Contemporary Hot-arid 

Urban Context of Tehran.”, World Sustainable Built Environment Conference, Hong Kong, June 2017. 
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that climate. So, stack effect can be considered as a crucial choice in order to have natural 

ventilation, besides using vernacular thermal windcatchers function in contemporary hot-arid 

urban context. 

Moreover, stack effect for natural ventilation is a strong common point between thermal 

windcatcher and fabric tensile structure in the company of other benefits of lightweight fabric 

tensile structures. 

Because the chance of having a huge amount of fresh cool air from stair box is not 

outstanding and stair box usually acts as a chimney, so a tool which works based on function of 

reverse chimney would be a good answer.  Therefore, cool tower seems can be a proper option to 

use. Cool towers are topped with a hydro unit equipped with wetted pads, sprays, and other cooling 

devices which provide cool air by evaporation water in a closed loop and gravity flow. These 

towers are often described as reverse chimney; just as the column of warm air in a chimney rises, 

the column of cool air, in this instance, falls. Because of sinking the cool air through the tower, 

cool towers are known as passive down draft evaporative cooling devices. Hence, tower produces 

fresh cool air which sinks through the tower and then enter the openings of each floor in order to 

provide required fresh cool air of natural ventilation for each story of buildings. Also, in this 

proposal PCM materials are used as a thermal mass in glazing windows. Since the PCM materials 

are translucent, the purpose of using PCM materials is to have natural light and thermal mass at 

the same time to be applied to the building windows.125 

                                                 
125 Kalnæs, Simen Edsjø, and Bjørn Petter Jelle. "Phase change materials and products for building applications: a 

state-of-the-art review and future research opportunities." Energy and Buildings 94 (2015): 150-176. 
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Figure 82: Section of an existing building in Sangelaj neighborhood in Tehran .126 

 

Figure 83: Function of thermal mass integrated tensile structures by using cool tower and 

adapting with section of existing apartment in  Tehran in summer. 

                                                 
126 Documented forthcoming under review.” Mirhosseiniardakani, Homeiraalsadat and Smith, Shane I., “Socio-

environmental Framework for Integration of Lightweight Tensile Structure Windcatchers in Contemporary Hot-arid 

Urban Context of Tehran.”, World Sustainable Built Environment Conference, Hong Kong, June 2017. 
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Figure 84: Function of thermal mass integrated tensile structures by using cool tower and 

adapting with section of existing apartment in  Tehran in winter. 

 

As sections shows, in some sections, usually the part where two modules are connected to 

each other, when air from outside is needed to speed up air circulation, the fabric can be porous. 

Summer-Day: During day, sun heats up the thin fabric layer of tensile structures. Airflow absorbs 

heat from the fabric and becomes warm. Since warm air rises, airflow after absorbing heat from 

fabric goes up because of the stack effect and sucks the warm air which comes from inside of the 

building. (Fig. 85 left)  This will lead to air movement of the inside of the building in order to 

replace the used air with fresh air from cool tower. (Fig. 85 right) Also the thermal mass absorbs 

the heat from the sunlight which could be useful in the night. (Fig 83, left and Fig. 85) 
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Figure 85: Cool tower concept for the summer day . 

 

Summer-Night: During night, thermal mass releases back the stored heat to outside because of 

temperature differences between outside and inside of the building. Cool air from outside comes 

into the fabric area and absorb the heat releasing from thermal mass and becomes warm and rises. 

The warm air, through its way to go out, sucked the warm air which is coming out from inside of 

the building. (Fig. 86 left) By this way, not only warm air of inside the building comes out, but 

also fresh cool air from cool tower is sucked into the indoor of the building in order to replace the 

warm sucked air (Fig. 86 right). (Fig. 83 right)  
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Figure 86: Cool tower concept for the summer night . 

 

Winter day: During day, sun heats up the thin fabric layer of tensile structures. Cold air coming 

from the bottom opening absorbs heat from the fabric and becomes warm. Since warm air rises, 

airflow after absorbing heat from fabric goes up because of the stack effect and sends the warm 

air inside the building from the opening on top.(Fig. 87 left) The warm air will flow inside and 

heat the air inside the building. Also, the thermal mass absorbs heat from the sunlight which is 

beneficial for heating up the building at night. (Fig. 84 left and Fig. 87) 
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Figure 87: Cool tower concept for the winter day. 

 

Winter Night: During the night, all the opening will remain closed. The thermal mass will 

release the absorbed heat back. The airflow coming from inside the building absorbs heat from 

the thermal mass and becomes warm. (Fig.88 left) Since warm air rises, the warm air goes up 

and enter the building again and finishes the loop. (Fig. 84 right and Fig. 88) 

 

Figure 88: Cool tower concept for the winter night . 
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Another method in this integration is shown in the pictures below. In this method, each 

story of the buildings has a module in front of the window, which consists of different panels. Each 

panel can open and close individually (Fig. 89). This windcatcher consists of four modules, one 

for each story of the building. Each module has adjustable panels which could be opened or closed 

based on the prevailing wind. The induced force for natural ventilation of this proposed 

windcatcher is based on stack effect and air buoyancy. The prevailing wind in summer days in 

Tehran is coming from north. We also have winds from south as well. If we open the north-facing 

panels on the bottom the air flows in the module. Also, with opening the panels facing each other 

on the top we can use cross ventilation to exhaust the warm air from inside. Then, the fresh air 

coming from the cool tower replaces the inside air. During the night, we open the north-facing 

panels on the top and the prevailing wind from the north will do the exhausting again using cross 

ventilation. In spring, we have almost the same process, although the wind temperature is a bit 

cooler in springs. During the days, when we open the panels facing west on the bottom and the 

panels facing each other on the top, the prevailing wind from west will blow to the module and the 

wind from north will exhaust the warm air coming from inside using cross ventilation. Then, the 

cool air from the cool tower replaces the air inside the house. During the night, the prevailing wind 

from north will exhaust the warm air from inside. The rotation of the panels in this method is 

generated using Grasshopper. In this method, also the panels which are made from translucent 

fabric material give the user the ability to see outside (Fig. 90). 
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Figure 89: Illustration of windcatcher integrated with rotatable panels . 

 

 

Figure 90: Interior view of windcatcher integrated with rotatable panels . 
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The diagram below (Fig. 91) shows the last concept for adaptation. This diagram shows an 

integration in which the tensile structure windcatcher acts exactly like the vernacular windcatcher. 

This windcatcher captures the wind and sends it to each story of the building. The only difference 

of this concept and vernacular windcatcher is using tensile structure. In this concept, the material 

of blades and the rings is thermal mass. This windcatcher has the ability to turn towards the 

prevailing wind and capture the wind. The biggest advantage of this concept is that the dwellers in 

each story of the building can control their own tensile windcatcher and the windcatchers could be 

used individually. Moreover, this concept has the capacity to be applied to PCM materials for the 

glasses and it has all the advantages of tensile structures containing the natural daylight and 

translucent material. 

     

Figure 91: Section and elevation of fully conceptual tensile structure windcatcher . 

 

5.4 Inhabitant adaptability 

The proposed model focuses on habitable space connectivity, inhabitant controls and 

human thermal comfort. Using this proposal, the user has full control on the environment. Using 
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the vents in this model, one can open and close the openings of the windcatchers and creates 

different environments for the dwellers. (Fig . 92) 

 

Figure 92: Controlling the inlets and outlets by the dwellers using vents. 

Another feature of the proposed model is giving the ability to the occupants to control the 

light in the building. The thermal mass used in this model could contain louvers which directs 

sunlight to the house and gives the dweller the ability to interact with the natural sunlight while 

having the characteristics of a thermal mass material. (Fig. 93) 

 

Figure 93: Controlling the sunlight by occupants using louvers in the thermal mass 

material. 
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Moreover, the occupants can interact with the outside environment. Using the translucent 

PCM material enables the dweller to see outside of the building and have the full connectivity with 

the surrounding area outside of the building, while keeping the functionality of the model as an 

integrated tensile structure windcatcher. (Fig. 94 and Fig. 103) 

 

Figure 94: Keeping the connectivity with the surrounding area using translucent PCM material. 

5.5 Simulation 

In order to investigate and observe the basic functionality of the proposed model, the model 

is created and simulated using these three steps. 
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5.5.1 Ladybug: Using Ladybug software which is a plug-in on top on Grasshopper, basic 

climate information of the cities of Yazd, Naeen, Bandar e Laft and Tehran are extracted. 

Information such as wind speed, prevailing wind in each season, wind direction, wind 

humidity, wind temperature and sun radiation is being considered. Please see the Appendix 

for more information. 

5.5.2 Membrane: Using the Membrane software which is a plug-in on top of Rhino, schematic 

design of the proposed model is created based on the real forces of tensile structure. This 

software is able to simulate the forces of tensile structure which is useful in designing an 

accurate 3D model of this proposal. 

5.5.3 Autodesk CFD: Using the Autodesk CFD, the airflow in the context of Sangelaj 

neighborhood in Tehran has been experimented and simulated. The pictures below show 

some of the results of this experiment. The velocity and pressure of the wind in this urban 

context and the proposed model is being simulated in Autodesk CFD (Fig. 95 and 96) 

   

Figure 95: Simulated airflow in Sangelaj neighborhood in using Autodesk CFD. 
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Figure 96: overall airflow simulation in the context of neighborhood . 

 

5.6 Experiments of physical model in wind tunnel 

Another way which is used to investigate and validate the proposed model is doing experiment 

on the physical model in wind tunnel. In order to investigate the model in the wind tunnel, first a 

3D model of the proposed model was created using Rhino and Membrane. Then, the joints were 

designed and printed using a 3D printer and the physical model was created using the printed joints 

and a fabric material. (Fig 97, 98, 99) 
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Figure 97: Views of the designed details for the physical model . 
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Figure 98: Views of the proposed physical model . 
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Figure 99: Views of the proposed physical model . 

 

The experiment of wind tunnel was done on the proposed model in order to watch and 

observe the airflow of the wind in the model and catch an idea of how the air flows in one module 

of the proposed model. The wind speed in this experiment in the wind tunnel was set to 3.5 m/s 

which represents light breeze based on House Energy Doctor Wind Tunnel Fan Calibration table. 

(Fig.100) 
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Figure 100: Views of the physical model in the wind tunnel experiment . 
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6 CONCLUSION 

6.1 Summary 

The figure below summarizes the objectives and results of this research. This research tries 

to reuse the thermal mass windcatcher in hot-arid dense urban contexts regarding its strong points 

and taking steps toward solving its disadvantages. 

 

Figure 101: The summary of research. 
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In so doing, the tensile structure as a new technology has preferences helping to add some 

constructive characteristics with the intention of being more efficient. Additionally, due to the 

growth of high-dense cities during recent centuries, the research considers integrating windcatcher 

with lightweight tensile structure through the multi-story building. 

As a result, because of stack effect which is common between windcatcher and tensile 

structure for natural ventilation, we have proposed a model for adaptation of these two in multi-

story buildings which can provide shading and natural daylight for dwellings by using new 

technologies and materials, besides natural ventilation.  Simulation techniques and wind tunnel 

experiments are two ways that we used in this progress in order to investigate the model more. 

Different concepts and different functionality aspects are being discussed in this research and 

diverse concept for the adaptation are being proposed. 

The illustrations below (Fig. 102), show how the proposed concept works in the urban 

context of Sangelaj neighborhood in Tehran. 
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Figure 102: The proposed concept in the urban context of Tehran . 
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Figure 103: View of the proposed model from inside, using PCM translucent mat erial. 
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Figure 104: View of the proposed windcatcher and wind tower models in the urban context of 

the neighborhood. 

6.2 Suggestions for future work 

The next step in this research would be to find a relationship between height, inlet, and 

outlet of vernacular windcatchers to make it optimum, to work on form and aerodynamic of 
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windcatchers based on airflow patterns, and to apply windcatcher to both multi-story and multi-

family buildings. Also, another application which possibly could be worked on is to use more 

advance software like Butterfly and Open Foam to simulate the model mathematically and 

computationally and investigate the air pressure and airflow temperature on each story of the 

building in day and night and also seasonally. This will help in the validation of the proposed 

model. Working on the dimension of the proposed model as well as other effective characteristics 

like wind temperature is another feasible future research. The relationship between the wind 

temperature and the functionality of the proposed model can have a major effect on the model. 

Moreover, more work could be done on the shading on the roof which could seriously affect the 

way the proposed model work, as well as creating an environment for the dwellers comfort. 
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APPENDIX A – TOPOGRAPHY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-1: Typography of the site in Yazd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-2: Typography of the site in Naeen. 
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Figure A-3: Typography of the site in Bandar-e-Laft. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-4: Typography of the site in Tehran . 

 

Topography: 
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APPENDIX B – WIND DATA 

               

Figure B-1: Wind roses for fall – Yazd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-2: Wind roses for winter – Yazd. 
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Figure B-3: Wind roses for spring – Yazd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-4: Wind roses for summer – Yazd. 
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Figure B-5: Wind roses for winter – Naeen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-6: Wind roses for spring – Naeen. 
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Figure B-7: Wind roses for summer – Naeen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-8: Wind roses for fall – Naeen. 
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Figure B-9: Wind roses for fall – Bandar e Laft **. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-10: Wind roses for winter – Bandar e Laft. 
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** The .epw files of Bandar-e-Abbas are being used instead of Bandar-e-Laft, as the .epw files of Bandar-e-Laft is unavailable. The climate of both areas 

are the same and wind direction is from the sea to the shoreline. 
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Figure B-11: Win roses for spring – Bandar e Laft. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-12: Wind roses for summer – Bandar e 

 Laft. 
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Figure B-13: Wind roses for fall – Tehran. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-14: Wind roses for winter – Tehran. 
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Figure B-15: Wind roses for spring – Tehran. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B-16: Wind roses for summer – Tehran. 
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APPENDIX C – PHOTO DOCUMENTATIONS OF SITES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C-1: Photo documentation of Yazd 
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Figure C-2: Photo documentation of Yazd.  
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Figure C-3: Photo documentation of Naeen.  
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Figure C-4: Photo documentation of Naeen.  
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Figure C-5: Photo documentation of Bandar e Laft.  
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Figure C-6: Photo documentation of Bandar e Laft.  
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Figure C-7: Photo documentation of Tehran. 
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Figure C-8: Photo documentation of Tehran.  
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APPENDIX D – TENSILE FABRIC PROPERTIES 

Material [15] Density 

(g/cm3) 

Tensile 

strength 

(N/mm2) 

Tensile 

strain 

(%) 

Elasticity 

(N/mm2) 

Remarks 

Cotton 1.5-1.54 350-700 6-15 4500-9000 Only for temporarily use of interest 

Polyamid 6.6 

(nylon) 

1.14 Until 1000 15-20 5000-6000 - When exposed to light only average 

resistance to ageing 

- Swelling when exposed to moisture 

- Only of little importance in textile 

architecture 

Polyester fibre 

(Trevira, Terylene, 

Dacron, Diolen) 

1.38-

1.41 

1000-1300 10-18 10000-

15000 

-  Widely spread, together with fiber glass a 

standard product in textile architecture 

Fiberglass 2.55 Until 3500 2.0-3.5 70000-

90000 

- When exposed to moisture, reduction 

of breaking strength 

- Brittle fibres, therefore is spun into 

filaments of 3m diameter 

- Together with polyester a standard 

product in textile architecture 

Aramid fibre 

(Kevlar, Arenka,T 

waron) 

1.45 Until 2700 2-4 130000-

150000 

-  Special fibre for high tech products 

Polytetrafluorethylen 

(Teflon, Hostaflon, 

Polyfton, Toyoflon 

etc.) 

2.1-2.3 160-380 13-32 700-4000 - High moisture resistance 

- Remarkable anti adhesive 

- In air non-combustible 

- Chemical inert 

Carbon fibres 

(Celion, Carbolon, 

Sigrafil, Thornel) 

1.7-2.0 2000-3000 <1 200000-

500000 

- Special fibres for high tech products 

- Very low expansion coefficient 

-  Non-combustible 

Figure D-1: Material properties of the base material of fabrics.127 

                                                 
127 Koch, Klaus-Michael, Karl J. Habermann, and Brian Forster. Membrane structures: innovative building with film 

and fabric. Prestel Publishing, 2004. 
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PVC coated 

polyester 

fabrics 

PTFE coated 

glass fabrics 

Silicone coated 

glass fabrics 

PTFE coated 

PTFE fabrics 

Tensile strength warp/weft (KN/m) 115/102 124/100 107/105 84/80 

Fabric weight(g/m 2) 1200 (type )3 1200 (type GS) 1100 830 

Visible light transmission(%) 10-15 10-20 <80 19-38 

Flexibility/crease recovery high low high high 

Cleaning Easier with top 

coats 

Self cleaning Self cleaning Self cleaning 

How to make the seams By high 

frequency 

thermally vulcanisation stitching 

Life span(years) > 15-20 > 25 > 25 
 

Cost low high high 
 

 

Figure D-2: General comparative properties  of materials for tensile membrane.128 

                                                 
 
128 Toy, Maggie, ed. Tensile Structures-Architectural Design Profile 117. Vol. 117. Academy Press, 1995. 
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Materials 

 
Typical optical properties(%) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Light 

transmission 

Solar 

transmittance 

Solar 

reflectance 

Solar 

absorptance 

Long-wave 

emissivity 

PVC/polyester 0.6 12 10 75 15 86 

 
0.8 10 5 77 18 86 

 
1.2 8 4 77 19 86 

PTFE/glass 0.6 17 17 72 11 88 

 
0.9 10 10 70 20 88 

Silver coated 

PVC/polyester 

0.7 3 3 72 25 35 

 

Figure D-3: Thermal optical properties of some typical membrane .129 

 

 

                                                 
129 Forster, Brian, and John Chilton. Introduction [European design guide for tensile surface structures]. Tensinet, 

2004. 
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Concrete  

Heavyweight, dry 

Single glazing  

Toughened glass 

Coated membrane 

PTFE/glass 

Thickness 200 10 0.8 

Surface density 480 25 1.72 

Specific heat 0.84 0.72 1.2 

Heat capacity 403 18 2 

Core conductivity 1.3 1 0.19 

Core thermal resistance 0.15 0.01 0.004 

Total thermal resistance 0.40 0.15 0.14 

Core resistance as % of total 

thermal resistance 

52% 7% 3% 

 

Figure D-4: Comparison of thermal behavior in different constructions .130 

 

                                                 
130 Forster, Brian, and John Chilton. Introduction [European design guide for tensile surface structures]. Tensinet, 

2004. 
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APPENDIX E – CFD SIMULATION 

 

 

Figure E-1: Wind velocity analysis using Autodesk CFD software  
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Figure E-2: Wind pressure analysis using Autodesk CFD software  
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Figure E-3: Fluid dynamics analysis using Flow Design software  
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